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Then you were happy, when you could still tremble

— Louis Simpson
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Arrhythmia

The heart of a bear is a cloud-shuttered
mountain. The heart of a mountain’s a kiln.
The white heart of a moth has nineteen white
chambers. The heart of a swan is a swan.

The heart of a wasp is a prick of plush.
The heart of a sloth gathers moss. The heart
of an owl is part blood and part chalice.
The fey mouse heart rides a dawdy dust-cart.

The heart of a kestrel hides a house wren
at nest. The heart of a lark is a czar.
The heart of a scorpion holds swidden

and spark. The heart of a shark is a gear.
Listen and tell, thrums the grave heart of humans.
Listen well love, for it’s pitch dark down here.
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Some Small Bone

Some small bone in your foot is longing for heaven
         —Robert Bly

This twinge at first stir
too modest for throb,
more diffident
than tug,
not an itch,
not the most
incurious twitch
of a hook,
not a jerk,
but the tease
of brustle
of the fine, stiff pinions
of every curtained
saint and cherub.
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Octopus

           Most entangled
and limb burdened, buoyed smoke- and ghost-
and Christ-like in reluctant temperament,
      citizens of crevices
           and small lost pots,

           they lack panache.
Once my mother made one of a wash-
cloth laced with blood and clay. Twelve years later
      on a cold Tribeca bar-
           room barstool in

           a lean, gin-bright
Easter Sunday morning lull, I ate
two diced and salted on a shell thin plate
      of pale, petal-stenciled trim
           and orchid white.
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I Shall Name the Worms

worms are the words but joy’s the voice
         —e.e. cummings

I shall name the worms
            who feast on me:
        Eloise and Dot,
   Old Alphonse,
               and Cecily.
What shivaree
this mob shall see!
          —my lithesome Dot
                   and spotted Eloise,
    and kicking off
           his crutches, what
   palatial bacchanal
        for Old Alphonse
   with never far behind
     divine,
           intemperate,
   dear Cecily.
They will have
           a tambourine
   or three,
       a painted set
   of antique
castanets
       and emblemed
   bugles bright
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as winter sun.
           Their dance
will start, for once,
        at one
     and last until
it’s time for tea when
           they may pause their
     clubby folderol to
ask,
I wonder what poor sap
       has set us
to this task—
a secretary, cook,
           a cop, a cellist,
     a micrologist?
       And
           did she
    ever dance as we
or sing or fling
        her questions at the stars
with eyes as wide
        as plum jam jars?
   Did she often stop
            at evening light
     to watch a bat
           or laugh beneath
the gentling
           of a trembled willow
     tree? Did she
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   place love in
           her palm, or did
     she roam in rain
           alone?
The moon will rise,
   the sea will sigh,
           the freckled smile
of Eloise will widen
      as she chomps,
   and Old Alphonse and Dot
     will flap their gums
           in a confederate
fair harmony
   echoed by a single,
      softened
           afterthought, wafting
late, one half-
flat note,
unshepherded, almost
      unheard
   and unperceived,
                   from tiddled,
   gassy Cecily.
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Hsss

Whether pricked inner tube,
snake uncharming or flat
eared cat, it’s still warning.
Now’s not the time
to contemplate
fate or delve in
mused amusings
on the clocking
of twitching or
gauging of reach.
Better to circle
wagons, fireproof
bridges, bulwark all
frail fortresses, hone
pitchforks and torches
before sibilance
answers the cue to
rain war upon you.


